What is your VMS solution?

The core of your security solution is the Video Management Software (VMS). Deciding software for your solution is not only a matter of size. Even more important is what security issues you have and how they can be best addressed. Our software is designed and validated to perfectly match Axis products and features. Our solutions are easily adapted to your business, and seamlessly expand with your needs. Because when your business grows, so should your security solution.

Who’s it for?

Smaller sites  
Basic needs for surveillance to protect people and assets.

Larger sites  
Advanced needs for active surveillance of your premises.

How does it work?

Hybrid VMS system with local storage  
Advanced system with VMS server as a foundation

Optimized for Axis wide range of products  
Perfect match with Axis portfolio, also supporting third party products

Supports analytics from Axis  
Built with open API, allowing integration of external apps

Managing video

Live view  
- Sequences
- Split views

Extended live view  
- Sequences
- Split views
- Instant replay
- Interactive maps
- and more...

Support for basic forensic search  
- Video scrubbing
- Event list

Advanced forensic search  
- Video scrubbing
- Event list
- Smart search
- Bookmarks

With an Axis end-to-end solution, you can rest easy. Whether your business is very small or larger, you’re well protected. Our end-to-end solutions can easily be adapted to your growing business and changing needs. This means you can start out with a basic system and just a few cameras/devices. And then add more of them as you go – whenever you need them.

Learn more at www.axis.com/end-to-end-solutions.